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All the Sinners BleedAll the Sinners Bleed
by S. A. Cosby
Former FBI agent Titus Crown returns to his
hometown and decides to run for sheriff to
fight a bigoted police force and must trust
his instincts when a serial killer appears to
be hiding in plain sight.

Blood SistersBlood Sisters
by Vanessa Lillie
Returning to her Oklahoma hometown
when her sister goes missing, an
archeologist for the Bureau of Indian Affairs,
Syd Walker, digs into the case, uncovering a
string of missing women cases going back
decades and must expose a darkness in the
town that no one wants to face.

The Echo of Old BooksThe Echo of Old Books
by Barbara Davis
Rare-book dealer Ashlyn Greer's affinity for
books extends beyond the physical paper,
ink, and leather. She can feel the echoes of
the books' previous owners. When Ashlyn
discovers a pair of volumes that were never
published, her gift becomes an obsession.

From a Far and LovelyFrom a Far and Lovely
CountryCountry
by Alexander McCall Smith
The No. 1 Ladies Detective Agency, with no
shortage of sensitive situations, are
reminded by Mma Ramotswe that the best
solutions to life's problems can be found
with a bit of good humor, generosity of spirit
and a steaming cup of red bush tea.

Glory BeGlory Be
by Danielle Arceneaux
Glory Brussard decides to investigate after
learning that her best friend, a nun beloved
by her Lafayette, Louisiana, community has
died mysteriously and the death has been
ruled a suicide by the authorities.

BetrayalBetrayal
by Phillip Margolin
Robin Lockwood, a former MMA fighter-
turned-lawyer must defend Mandy Kerrigan,
the opponent who ended her career a
decade ago, when Mandy is accused of a
quadruple murder, in the seventh novel of
the series following Murder at Black Oaks.

The Blue BarThe Blue Bar
by Damyanti Biswas
When women's bodies are unearthed on the
outskirts of Mumbai, Inspector Amav Singh
Rajput discovers a link between a decade's
worth of missing persons reports and the
disappearance of his own love 13 years
earlier, leading him to a serial killer.

ExilesExiles
by Jane Harper
A federal investigator, Aaron Falk,
investigates the disappearance of a young
mother who left her baby alone in a festival
crowd and vanished in the latest novel from
the best-selling author of The Dry.

The Frozen RiverThe Frozen River
by Ariel Lawhon
In 1789 Maine, midwife and healer Martha
Ballard, who is good at keeping secrets,
investigates a shocking murder linked to an
alleged rape that has shaken her small
town, especially when her diary lands at the
center of the scandal.

Happiness FallsHappiness Falls
by Angie Kim
Mia isn't initially concerned when her family
fails to return from a walk, until her mute
brother Eugene, who suffers from a rare
genetic condition, returns bloody and alone
and is unable to describe what happened to
their father.
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HomecomingHomecoming
by Kate Morton
A laid-off London journalist returns home to
Sydney where she discovers a link between
her family and an infamous 1959 crime, in
the new novel from the best-selling author
of The Clockmaker's Daughter

The Last Devil to DieThe Last Devil to Die
by Richard Osman
When a dangerous package goes missing on
Boxing Day, the Thursday Murder Club take
on their most deadly opponents yet when
one of their own is murdered.

Murder Under a Red MoonMurder Under a Red Moon
by Harini Nagendra
When new bride Kaveri Murthy reluctantly
agrees to investigate a minor crime to
please her domineering mother-in-law
during the blood moon eclipse, she doesn't
expect to stumble upon a murder.

None of This is TrueNone of This is True
by Lisa Jewell
Popular podcaster Alix Summer becomes
the subject of her own podcast after a
woman named Josie Fair comes into her life
and then disappears, leaving behind a
terrible and terrifying legacy that puts her
life and her family's lives in mortal danger.

The River We RememberThe River We Remember
by William Kent Krueger
When the body of a wealthy landowner is
found floating in the Alabaster River on
Memorial Day in 1958, Sheriff Brody Dern, a
decorated war hero, struggles to solve this
murder that has the town up in arms, while
putting to rest his own past demons.

I Have Some Questions forI Have Some Questions for
YouYou
by Rebecca Makkai
A successful film professor returns to teach
at her alma mater and becomes determined
to investigate a closed murder case, in the
new novel from the author of the Pulitzer
Prize finalist The Great Believers.

The Longmire DefenseThe Longmire Defense
by Craig Johnson
Investigating a crime that goes back to his
grandfather's time in Wyoming, Walt
Longmire, Sheriff of Absaroka County,
recalls clues and motives from his past,
questioning the very nature of justice and
mercy in his family history.

The Mystery GuestThe Mystery Guest
by Nita Prose
When a world-renowned mystery author
drops dead, Molly Gray, the head maid of
the 5-star Regency Grand Hotel, matches
wits with Detective Stark to solve this case,
which threatens the hotel's pristine
reputation and may be linked to her past.

Red QueenRed Queen
by Juan Gómez-Jurado
After a personal trauma, Antonia Scott,
whose ability to reconstruct crimes and
solve baffling murders is legendary, refuses
to continue her work until she is drawn into
a macabre, ritualistic murder investigation
by a desperate police officer with his own
agenda. Translated from Spanish.

Vera Wong's UnsolicitedVera Wong's Unsolicited
Advice for MurderersAdvice for Murderers
by Jesse Q. Sutanto
When she discovers a dead man in the
middle of her tea shop, Vera Wong calls the
police, but not before swiping the flash
drive from the body, setting a trap for the
killer that becomes complicated by
unexpected friendships with her customers.
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